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CASE STUDY

New Lab Start-Up Program is ideal 
for limited budgets

Can you give us a brief introduction to the 
lab you have set-up and what it will be 
used for?

How many scientists/researchers do you 
have working in the lab?

The lab is situated in a small room and contains two fume 
hoods, which can support up to four people working at the 
same time. The lab has a powerful vacuum pump which is 
connected to the two fume hoods and an argon/nitrogen 
cylinder. Each fume hood has a schlenck line and up to four 
stirrers and hot plates with temperature controllers. The lab 
also contains an oven and the rest of the required facilities 
are shared with other laboratories. The lab is set-up to 
perform organic synthesis and catalysis.

Currently, I have one researcher, however during term time 
we extend the team to four members. Over the next two 
years, I’m aiming to have four people working full time in 
the lab.

When I set-up the lab, it was the first time that I would 
be conducting my own research. My main objective was 
to carry out some of the ideas that I wanted to base my 
research around and have proof of concept to apply 
for grants.

Dr Amadeu Bonet, Lecturer in Organic Chemistry 

What were the major deliverables when 
setting up the lab? How did budget impact your decisions?

The budget has been crucial to all the decisions that I’ve 
made. I have a limited budget I need to stick to. This means 
‘price’ is the major variable and can be the difference 
between buying one chemical or equipment over another. 
At this particular moment in my career, I am less concerned 
if something takes a little longer to arrive as long as it fits 
within my budget.

The main objective of this lab is to deliver high impact 
publications (one yearly per person). These publications 
will then be used to support our application for grants. 
This will allow us to further our research.
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Sometimes you need a chemical ASAP. This is then when 
I always contact our Account Manager and ask if I can get 
this chemical in the time that I need.

“Beginnings are always difficult, especially when you 
need to set-up a laboratory from scratch to perform 
your research with a tight amount of money; this 
becomes a tedious and difficult job. Being enrolled in 
this program was clearly a win-win situation for us! 
Alfa Aesar often have the most competitive price in the 
market and on top of that, thanks to this program, we 
have benefited from the discounts allowing us to make 
significant savings. This program has helped us a lot 
since we started the lab set-up at the beginning of 
2015 and I would have no hesitation in recommending 
the program to other labs within the country”.

Dr Amadeu Bonet
Lecturer in Organic Chemistry at University of Hull, UK 

He received his bachelor degree in chemistry in 2008, 
followed by the Master degree in Catalysis in 2009
in the Rovira i Virgili University in Tarragona. He 
subsequently pursued his PhD studies in the same university 
developing new catalytic and nucleophilic boron addition 
reactions with Dr. Elena Fernandez and Dr. Henrik Gulyas.

In 2012, he moved to Bristol University (UK) as a Marie 
Curie Fellow with Professor Varinder K. Aggarwal, where he 
worked on the enantiospecific coupling of secondary and 
tertiary boronic. In 2014, he was awarded with the 
prestigious Young Boron Research Award.

In 2015, he joined the University of Hull as a Lecturer, 
starting his own independent career. His current research 
interests are based on the synthesis of new ligand and 
the development of new catalytic methodologies for the 
generation of synthetically useful products using 
green metals.

How did Alfa Aesar’s product knowledge 
help the process along?

Budget is a key concern for many 
laboratories around the world. How has 
the New Lab Start-Up Program from 
Alfa Aesar helped you obtain high quality 
research chemicals and materials?

The start-up programme was incredibly helpful for someone 
that needed to set-up a lab with a small budget. When you 
start, you always have a few ideas in mind and you need to 
buy a large number of chemicals. Alfa Aesar usually have 
the most competitive prices on the market, but using the 
New Lab Start-Up Programme means you can benefit from 
an additional 25% discount on top of a very competitive 
price. It is a win-win situation, which helped me a lot.

How did Alfa Aesar help you establish your 
needs and implement the correct solution?
My needs were very basic and straight forward: 
I needed good quality chemicals as cheaply as possible. 
In the Alfa Aesar catalogue I was able to find the majority of 
products that I need at really good quality prices. The 
Account Manager for my area came to visit me in the first 
couple of weeks after I started my position. They showed 
me the advantages of the programme and helped me to 
make the first orders with the lowest price on the market.

Can you tell us about some of the 
research you are undertaking in the lab?
Currently, we are looking at the activation of diboron 
reagents and their addition to organic molecules. 
The interest surrounding organoboron chemistry has been 
growing in recent years, since they have demonstrated their 
versatility as building blocks in synthesis. This is currently 
a hot topic in organic synthesis and catalysis field.

About Dr Amadeu Bonet
Amadeu was born in 1985 in 
Reus (Catalonia, Spain).

They are always honest with me and explain the exact time 
deliveries will arrive. This level of customer service helps 
build trust and I feel very comfortable working with them.


